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1- Delta Air Line. Delta Air Lines: System Route Maps. Atlanta, GA: Delta Air
Lines, 1950. Single sheet [34.5 cm x 61 cm] printed on both sides that folds
to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Near fine. Bright. Folds as issued.
One side prints the then nine routes of Delta Air Lines: Fort Worth-Jackson;
Jackson-Atlanta; New Orleans-Atlanta; Shreveport-New Orleans; AtlantaSavannah; Chicago-Cincinnati; Cincinnati-Atlanta; Savannah-Miami;
Knoxville-Asheville-Charleston-Savannah. The reverse features a charming
pictorial map from the Plains to the East Coast with a legend. Laid in are
advertisements for Western Union and 'The Scheduled Airlines of the U.S.'
$65

2- [San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad]. Legends of the Arrowhead. Los Angeles: (c.1911).
[26]pp. Duodecimo [18 cm] Tan illustrated wrappers. Better than very good.
Short work produced for William Andrews Clark's 'San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad',
popularly known as the 'Salt Lake Route' which ran from Salt Lake City to Los Angeles across a mostly
uninhabited Mohave and through the then small outpost of Las Vegas in Clark County, which is named
for W.A. Clark. This work recounts the different legends associated with the Arrowhead formation above
San Bernardino: Coahuia, Guachina, Mormon and Dr. Smith's Story.
"The wonderfully formed symbol, so distinctive a feature of the locality, is plainly visible from all the
trains of the Salt Lake Route. This fact induced the management of the road to select this unique emblem
as the official sign of the system, and the simple Indian arrowhead is now adopted and recognized as the
identifying mark of the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad." - p.[6]. Flake/Draper 7524.
$100

3- [Petaluma and Santa Rosa Railroad]. Servants - Friends. Petaluma and Santa Rosa Railroad. Santa
Rosa, CA: (c.1915). Stiff tan card [16 cm x 9 cm] Printed on both sides. Gentle overall age toning.
Promotional piece from the Petaluma and Santa Rosa Railroad with one side titled 'Servants' with a
paragraph beneath stating their commitment to service. The reverse is titled 'Friends' with a paragraph
on seeking the good will of the public. The Petaluma and Santa Rosa was a short interurban line that
connected the two Northern California towns that are separated by 30 miles. The line closed in 1925.
"Sonoma County's Own Railroad, Keep the Home Wheels Turning - Ship by Electric Over Night Freight
Service."
$35

4- Chicago & Northwestern Railway and Union Pacific Railroad. Summer Tours: Yellowstone - Zion Bryce - Grand Canyon - California - Pacific Northwest - Colorado. [Chicago]: Marquette Litho. Co., 1936.
57pp. Small quarto [25 cm] Color wrappers. Very good.
Guide for the prospective tourist that includes detailed descriptions of vacations offered by the Union
Pacific and the Chicago & Northwestern. Nice Utah Parks Company section. Illustrated throughout with
color photographs and maps.
"For us the West is a living land. Its charm lingers on long after our all-too-brief vacation has ended. For,
somehow, the spirit of the west seeps into the hearts of men. Its memories are a golden hoard that no
treasury can commander. Come...join an escorted, all expense tour and renew the joy of life in the living
West!" - p.3.
$50

5- Chicago & Northwestern Railway and Union Pacific Railroad. Summer Tours: Yellowstone - Zion Bryce - Grand Canyon - California - Pacific Northwest - Colorado. [Chicago]: Manz Corporation, 1938.
57pp. Small quarto [25 cm] Color wrappers. Very good.
Guide for the prospective tourist that includes detailed descriptions of vacations offered by the Union
Pacific and the Chicago & Northwestern. Nice Utah Parks Company section. Illustrated throughout with
color photographs and maps.
"Let's go Vacation-Adventuring this summer. Let's discard the conventional and, Nomad-like, follow a
westerly course to regions within whose fascinating confines are scenic treats and thrills that cannot be
matched in other parts of the world. We can easily. For west of 105º longitude is the greatest scenic
region the world has ever known." - p.[3].
$50

6- Chicago & Northwestern Railway and Union Pacific Railroad. Summer Tours: Yellowstone - Zion Bryce - Grand Canyon - California - Pacific Northwest - Colorado - Sun Valley, Idaho. [Chicago]: Manz
Corporation, 1939. 65pp. Small quarto [25 cm] Color wrappers. Very good.
Guide for the prospective tourist that includes detailed descriptions of vacations offered by the Union
Pacific and the Chicago & Northwestern. Nice Utah Parks Company section. Illustrated throughout with
color photographs and maps.
"As a guest on a Chicago & Northwestern-Union Pacific Escorted, All-Expense Tour, all you do is pack a
bag and go. There are no travel details to look after - no berth or hotel accommodations to concern you no sightseeing trips to arrange. these are things for which your tour escort is wholly responsible. Your
part in the program is simply this: To relax and enjoy every precious moment." - p.[3]
$50

7- Chicago & Northwestern Railway and Union Pacific Railroad. Summer Tours: Yellowstone - Zion Bryce - Grand Canyon - California - Pacific Northwest - Colorado. [Chicago]: The Regensteiner
Corporation, 1940. 65pp. Small quarto [25 cm] Color wrappers. Very good.
Guide for the prospective tourist that includes detailed descriptions of vacations offered by the Union
Pacific and the Chicago & Northwestern. Nice Utah Parks Company section. Illustrated throughout with
color photographs and maps.
"When old Sol, after wintering south of the equator, travels northward and spreads his reviving rays over
city and country, the picturesque regions of the West seem, with one accord, to respond eagerly to his
magic promptings." - p.[3].
$50

8- Union Pacific. Union Pacific Railroad Time
Tables. Omaha, NE: Omaha Printing Company,
1950. 43pp. Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm]
that folds to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm]
stapled at the center. Very good. Gentle
overall wear.
Time tables for the Union Pacific Routes for
1950. Nine inset maps [5 cm x 19 cm] at the
head of some pages. Route map at the center
[21 cm x 38 cm].
$25

9- Union Pacific. Union Pacific Railroad Time Tables. Omaha, NE: Omaha Printing Company, 1961. 43pp.
Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] stapled at the center. Very good.
Gentle overall wear.
Time tables for the Union Pacific Routes for 1961. "Serving eleven western states with the finest in travel
comfort and dependable freight service. Whenever you ship or travel, be specific, say Union Pacific."
$15

10- Union Pacific Railroad. Hotels and Resorts in Colorado. Omaha, NE: The Acorn Press, 1928. 6pp.
Single leaf [24.5 cm x 48.5 cm] folded twice (as issued). Very good.
A list of hotels and lodges in Colorado arranged alphabetically by town with daily, weekly and monthly
rates listed.
"There are hundreds of cottages and rustic cabins in the Colorado mountains, some in connection with
hotels and some furnished for light housekeeping. These are in every part of the state, in the National
Parks, along streams stocked with fish, at the base and along the sides of canyons and peaks. The Tourist
Bureau also endeavors to put visitors in touch with those in charge of these cottages and cabins, and lists
of cottage owners will be sent upon request." - p.[1]
$30

11- Colorado and Southern. The Famous Loop and Summit of Mt. McClellan. Denver: Smith-Brooks
Press, [1925]. [20]pp. Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Illustrated
wrappers. Good. Minor overall wear with slight damage to the cover. Leaf at center has come loose and
is laid in.
Guide produced by the Colorado and Southern Railroad to promote their one-day loop trip to Mount
McClellan. Illustrated with fourteen full-page black and white photographs with a double-page view at
the center.
"This is the one trip in which the ideal of mountain scenery is fully realized. Cool, shadowy canons,
rushing, tumbling mountain streams, busy mining towns, resort places, the 'Loop,' and, finally, the snowcapped peaks, all combine to make this the most wonderful one day show trip in the world."
$35

12- Burlington, Rio Grande, Western Pacific. Vista-Dome Views: Thrills Galore! When you travel aboard
the California Zephyr. Chicago: Poole Brothers, 1964. 19pp. Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to
digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Illustrated wrappers. Near fine.
Guide produced by the Burlington Route, Denver & Rio Grande and the Western Pacific railroads to
promote the California Zephyr whose route runs from Chicago to San Francisco. A listing of all the stops
with eastbound and westbound departure times with mileage in each direction. Brief descriptions
accompany the stop listings. Illustrated throughout with a small route map at the center.
"The schedule of the California Zephyr is so arranged that hundreds of miles of spectacular mountain
scenery may be enjoyed during daylight hours." - p.10.
$35

13- [Denver & Rio Grande Western]
[Burlington Route] [Western Pacific]
[Missouri Pacific]. The Scenic Way Across
America through the Colorado Rockies.
[Denver]: (c.1930). [8pp] Square octavo [23
cm x 38 cm] Stapled wrappers that fold to
digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Very good.
10 full-color captioned images are
presented of views that one could see if
they travelled the Burlington
Route/Missouri Pacific, D&RGW and
Western Pacific between the Mississippi
River to the California. Large color route
map at the center [18 cm x 56 cm].
"The direct central route between the
Atlantic and the Pacific over the Continental
Divide and through the heart of the
Colorado Rockies is the Scenic Way Across
America. Four great railroads have
combined to offer American travelers a
choice of two transcontinental routes between Chicago or St. Louis and the Pacific Coast. By no other
railroad system can you see so much of America."
$65

14- Wadleigh, Frank A. Outdoor Life in the Rockies: A Little Book of Information for the Vacation
Seeker, describing the most desirable Recreation Places in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico. [Denver]:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, 1917. 95pp. Duodecimo [21 cm] Full-color illustrated wrappers. Very
good.
Guide for the prospective tourist and camper to the Rocky Mountain region of the interior west from the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad that contains dozens and dozens of place descriptions (with elevation and
miles from Denver) that one could visit along the D&RG line. Travel tips, camping suggestions and
applicable local laws are included. Illustrated throughout with photographs two full-page maps at the
end of the volume.
"But let none overlook the fact that out-door life among the Rockies is made sweet through the very joy
of living it. Phenomena are not required - although, to be sure, one never can be deprived, here, of the
glories of sunrise and sunset, of the blue and the green and the gold and the white of the long, bright
days, of the cloud shadows sometimes floating across peak and valley, of the grandeur of the occasional
short showers sweeping from crest to crest." - p.12
$75

15- Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad.
Panoramic Views: Thru the Rockies - Not
Around Them. [Denver]: (c.1940). Single sheet
[21 cm x 112 cm] printed on both sides that fold
to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Near fine.
12 full-color captioned images are printed on one
of the sides and offer views that one could see if
they rode the D&RGW from Denver to Salt Lake
City. Large color route map on the reverse [18 cm
x 55 cm] with a brief description of the route with
a few notable "wonder spots."
"Colorful Colorado and Unique Utah, where
nature laid a lavish hand - in scenery, in climate,
and in riches...The Denver & Rio Grande Western
Railroad is the modern steel highway through the
choicest wonder spots of this remarkable land."
$65

16- Denver & Rio Grande Western. The
Rio Grande: Moffat Tunnel Route [Time
Tables]. [Denver]: 1940. 40pp. Square
octavo [23 cm x 20.5 cm] Stapled
wrappers that fold to digest size [23 cm x
10 cm] Near fine.
Time tables and descriptions of the
D&GRW line with photographs illustrating
the text with a large route map at the
center [21 cm x 38 cm].
"The Scenic Limited, via world-famed
Royal Gorge Favorite with American
Travelers for more than half a century.
The Exposition Flyer, via the Moffat Tunnel
Popular scenic shortcut thru the Rockies
along the Colorado River and its brilliant
canyons."
$65

17- Denver & Rio Grande Western. Denver and
Rio Grande Western: Descriptive Time Tables
Between Denver and Salt Lake and Ogden.
[Denver]: 1930. 30pp. Two large sheets [27 cm x
84 cm] printed on both sides that folds to digest
size [23 cm x 10 cm] stapled at the center. Very
good. Gentle overall wear.
Time tables and descriptions for the Denver & Rio
Grande Western with a listing of all the stops with
eastbound and westbound departure times with
mileage in each direction. Brief descriptions
accompany the stop listings with photographs
throughout the text with a large route map at the
center [24 cm x 83 cm]. Short sections of 'What to
See' in Pueblo, Colorado Springs/Manitou, Denver,
Ogden, and Salt Lake City.'
$65

18- Western Pacific. Western Pacific: Time Tables
Scenic and Historic Highlights along the Feather River
Route. [San Francisco]: Stark Rath Company, [1941].
31pp. Oblong octavo [23 cm x 40.5 cm] that folds to
digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] stapled at the center. Very
good. Gentle overall wear.
Time tables and descriptions for the Western Pacific
with a 'Milepost Map: Highlights of Interest along the
Western Pacific, which offers the mileage (marked from
San Francisco) and a brief description and history of
places to Salt Lake City. Route map at the center [20.5
cm x 37.5 cm] and excellent (!!!) illustrated map (2427pp) of the route through the west.
"The Exposition Flyer follows the trails blazed by Jim
Beckwourth, Kit Carson, John C. Fremont and Brigham
Young....crosses the American River near the spot
where gold was discovered in California and the site of Captain John Sutter's famous fort...traverses the
country made famous in song and story by Bret Harte and Mark Twain." - p.2.
$65

19- Western Pacific Railroad. California through the Feather River Canyon. [Oakland, CA]: Western
Pacific Railroad, (c.1920). [6]pp. Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm]
Illustrated wrappers. Very good. General overall age toning with rear leaf chipped at the head.
Pictorial promotional piece produced by the Western Pacific for the prospective tourist on the 'Feather
River Route' from Oakland to Salt Lake City. Illustrated with photographs of a few sights that one might
see on a trip.
"Typical views in an ever-changing panorama of mountains, rivers and evergreen timber. 'The Scenic
Limited' passes through the entire Feather River Canyon by daylight."
$40

20- Burlington Route. The Cody Road to Yellowstone Park. Chicago: Poole Brothers, [1927]. [10]pp.
Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x 10 cm] Illustrated wrappers. Very good.
Folds as issued.
Guide produced by the Northern Pacific for the prospective tourist on the Cody Road from the east end of
Yellowstone to the town of Cody, Wyoming, 90 miles away. Illustrated with photographs and maps.
"Along the very path where, ages ago, the moose, bear and elk found a way through the wilderness;
where later, the Indian took the game trail for his own - runs now the Cody Road - an epic in mountain
motor highway construction - through a land which once seen, never may be forgotten. A way through a
region new and wonderful, yet older than the Appian Way." - p.[1]
$75

21- [Montana]. Roads to Romance: Montana Highway Map. Helena, MT: Montana State Highway
Commission, 1940. Map [45 cm x 67 cm] printed in blue, red and gray ink on a single sheet [53 cm x 71
cm] that folds-up to digest size [22 cm x 14 cm] Very good. Folds as issued.
Reverse contains a map of Yellowstone National Park [33 cm x 24 cm] and a map of Waterton-Glacier
International Peace Park [33 cm x 24 cm] a mileage table and brief messages from the state governor
and state highway department.
"The Montana Highway Department welcomes visitors to the land of the Shining Mountains. We want
your stay within our borders to be so pleasant that you will return many times. Our opportunities for
recreations are unlimited, our scenery magnificent, our topography is varied and the courtesy and
hospitality of our people are unfailing."
$75

22- Union Pacific Railroad. Idaho - Utah: Vacation Playgrounds. Chicago: Poole Brothers, 1937. [27]pp.
Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x10 cm] Color wrappers. Very good. Folds
as issued.
Illustrated guide for the prospective tourist to Idaho and Utah that offers tips and suggestions for lodging
(most list rates), recreation opportunities, and transportation (Union Pacific!). Nice Utah Parks Company
section takes most of the Utah section. Black and white images and maps throughout.
"In Idaho and Utah, the most striking scenic features - the most charming nooks and haunts by
mountains, lakes and streams and the richest mining and agricultural regions lie inland from the main
travel routes. It is to these that attention is herein directed.
$65

23- Highway 189 Travel Association. 189 Timpanogos to the Grand Tetons, Provo to Jackson: The Byway to Travel...Highway 89. Evanston, WY: By-way to Travel. Single sheet [23 cm x 29.5 cm] printed in
color. Two vertical folds as issued to form six panels (front and back). Very good.
One side features the 'cover' and two mileage charts, one lists special events in each town that one
would travel through. The reverse contains an outline map, color photographs and a description of the
trip.
"Want to avoid city traffic and travel the fastest route north to Yellowstone or south to Las Vegas and
Southern California? Like to drive on good, wide highways with easy curves and gradual climbs...travel
beside rugged mountains, tipped with snow, and cruise through lush forests of tall pines and shimmering
aspen? If so, then you'll want to take the faster, scenic By-Way to travel...Highway 189!"
$20

24- Utah Oil Refinery Company. Utah: Highway Map - Travel Hints. Chicago: Rand McNally Company,
(c.1950). Single sheet [68 cm x 50 cm] that folds to digest size [23 cm x10 cm] Color wrappers. Very
good. Folds as issued.
Map of Utah [64 cm x 38 cm] and the area adjacent to the borders, including all of the Arizona Strip and
southwestern Wyoming. Index of cities and towns in the left and right margins. Reverse offers facts
about Utah which is followed by a list of 52 suggested destinations, each with a paragraph description.
Small inset maps of Salt Lake City, Ogden, Provo, and Bryce Canyon. A list of radio stations and a mileage
chart round out the text.
$65

25- Standard Oil. Utah Standard Oil Road Map.
Chicago: H.M. Gousha Company, 1936. Single
sheet [60 cm x 45 cm] printed in color that folds
up to digest size [22.5 cm x 10 cm]. Near fine
with folds as issued.
Map of Utah [57 cm x 36 cm] and the area
adjacent to the borders, including all of the
Arizona Strip and southwestern Wyoming. Index
of cities and towns in the left and right margins.
Reverse shows a U.S. road map [26 cm x 43 cm];
a map of Salt Lake City [12 cm x 13 cm]; Ogden
[7 cm x 7 cm]; Zion Canyon [21 cm x 13 cm];
Bryce Canyon [7 cm x 7 cm]. Map is bright.
$75

26- Gray Line Motor Tours. Seeing Salt Lake City
and Surrounding Country. [Salt Lake City]: Stevens
& Wallis, (c.1930). Single sheet [61 cm x 23] printed
in blue, orange and black that folds up [23 cm x 10
cm] Very good. Minor overall wear with a few short
splits at the folds.
Nice map of the Salt Lake Valley that locates
landmarks and the six tours (strangely the tours are
numbered: 1,2,3,4,6,7 - with no number 5) that are
described on the reverse. The reverse offers
descriptions, information and images on six bus
tours that are offered by Gray Line Motor Tours. The
tours are: 'Seeing Salt Lake City'; 'Bingham Canyon
and the Copper Mines'; 'Big Cottonwood Canyon';
'Saltair Beach and Great Salt Lake'; 'Mt. Timpanogos
Cave and Mountain Tour'; 'Bingham Copper Mines
and the Great Salt Lake'
"Thousands of seasoned travelers count their visit here as one of the finest experiences. Founded by a
small band of Mormons in 1847, who journeyed by ox-team 1500 miles over trackless mountain and
plain to work out a great religious experiment."
$35

27- [Salt Lake City Chamber of Commerce]. Salt Lake City: What to See - What to Do. [Salt Lake City,
UT]: Chamber of Commerce, [1948]. Single sheet [46 cm x 51 cm] that folds to pamphlet [23 cm x 10
cm]. Printed in green and black ink. Very good. Folds as issued.
Suggestions for a seven-day tour of Salt Lake City and the surrounding environs, and includes lists of
railroad offices, bus lines, air lines, swimming pools, newspapers, historical sites, parks, churches, golf
courses and theatres. Bird's-eye view map [18 cm x 29 cm] of Salt Lake City. Also contains a map of Zion,
Bryce and Grand Canyon National Parks [17.5 cm x 24 cm].
"Salt Lake City * * Beautiful - Interesting - Unique."
$30

28- [Salt Lake City]. Seeing the Salt Lake Country. Salt Lake City: Stevens &
Wallis, [1922]. Single sheet [23. 5 cm x 60 cm] printed red, blue and gray.
Very good. Minor overall wear with a few short, closed tears.
Promotional piece produced by the Salt Lake Transpiration Company. Front
offers brief descriptions and fares for separate tours: Bingham and copper
mines, Saltair Beach, Seeing the city, City and Wasatch Drive, Mt.
Timpanogos Circle and Cottonwood Canyon. At the head are twenty
different images on various [Salt Lake] tourist destinations. The reverse
offers a pictorial bird's eye map of the Salt Lake Valley, with some of the
routes offered marked.
$40

29- [Western Touring]. Salt Lake City Center of Scenic America. Salt Lake City: Utah Motor Park,
(c.1950). Single sheet [20.5 cm x 27 cm] printed on both sides that folds to digest size [20.5 cm x 9 cm].
Two vertical folds as issued. Minor overall age toning.
Map of Salt Lake City that locates the Utah Motor Park at 10 South between Main and State, and its
proximity to all of the major Highways (40, 50, 89, 91). Reverse lists the amenities and rates of the Utah
Motor Park with a brief blurb on Salt Lake City and Utah.
"125 Modern Tourist Cottages - 18 different types, providing accommodations for the particular traveler
at reasonable rates. A Cottage and Price for All."
$40

30- [Western Touring]. Western Wonderlands via Salt Lake City by Greyhound. [Chicago]: Overland
Greyhound Lines, 1948. Single sheet [46 cm x 61 cm] printed on both sides that folds to digest size [23
cm x 10 cm]. Folds as issued. Minor overall age toning.
Promotional piece from Greyhound that touts the virtues of Salt Lake City as a vacation destination, and
also as a starting point to other destinations (Yellowstone, Zion, Bryce, The Grand, Sun Valley, etc.).
"In Salt Lake City, vacation fun starts right downtown, where the clean broad streets and friendly stores
make it a pleasure to roam and shop. An interesting secret of the city's cleanliness is the continuous flow
of water along the curbs, fed by mountain springs!"
$25

31- [Western Touring]. License to Operate Motor Vehicle: Zion National Park - Bryce Canyon National
Park - Cedar Breaks National Monument. Washington DC: National Park Service, Department of the
Interior, [1938]. Small light blue leaf [10 cm x 9.5 cm] printed on one side. Paper bits to reverse (likely
from being removed from an album) otherwise nice.
License to drive a motor vehicle in the National Parks in Utah, this license was issued at the Bryce
Checking Station on September 24, 1949 (and is hand stamped indicating same).
$20

32- Death Valley Hotel Company. Death Valley,
Season 1936-37. Los Angeles: Adcraft, [1936].
[13]pp. Square octavo [23 cm x 20 cm] that folds
to digest size [23 cm x10 cm] Color wrappers.
Very good. Folds as issued.
Illustrated guide for the prospective tourist to
Death Valley with a description of the area and
the lodgings offered by the Death Valley Hotel
Company at the Furnace Creek Inn, Furnace
Creek Camp, and the Amargosa Hotel. Also
included are a list of points of interest and a
mileage chart to Death Valley from points in
California and Nevada. Excellent Bird's-eye map
at the center by Gerald Eddy.
"Death Valley boasts, and rightfully so, the
greatest contrasts to be found in this country.
Precipitate mountains and majestic canyons
overlooking the extreme in flat, barren valleys;
contrasts in elevations from 280 feet below sea level at Bad Water to 11,045 above at Telescope Peak,
towering directly above, the greatest abrupt rise from base to tip to be found in the United States.
Visitor's to this wonderland thrill with each day's exploration." - p.[2]
$75

33- Death Valley Hotel Company. Death Valley:
Sunshine and Scenery. Los Angeles: Death Valley
Hotel Company, [1947]. Single sheet [46 cm x 40
cm] printed on both sides that folds to digest size
[23 cm x 10 cm] Very good. Folds as issued.
Promotional piece from the Death Valley Hotel
Company touting the beauty of the area and
their lodgings: Furnace Creek Inn, Furnace Creek
Ranch, and Amargosa Hotel. Illustrated with
photos from Burton Frasher and a large nice map
[21.5 cm x 35 cm] by Burke. Includes mileage
chart from Death Valley to towns in California
and Nevada and a list of points of interest.
"Death Valley is a vast storehouse of beautiful
and unusual scenery. Many of these scenic spots
are off the main highways, however, the roads to
them are maintained in good condition by the
National Park Service."
$65

34- [Seaside Chamber of Commerce]. Seaside Guide.
[Seaside, CA]: Newcomers Hospitality Service, (c.1954).
12pp. Octavo [21 cm] Light blue printed wrappers.
Gentle age toning, otherwise better than very good.
Business guide and directory for Seaside, California that
includes many illustrations of the facades of the
businesses by Joseph W. Jicha. Begins with a two-page
section, 'Facts about Seaside.'
"Seaside - The fastest growing community on the
Monterey Peninsula is situated approximately 120 miles
south of San Francisco and 360 miles north of Los
Angeles. It was founded by Dr. Roberts in 1900 and has
grown from a very small village surrounded by cow
pastures until today it boasts 16,000 inhabitants" -p.1
$65

35- Hinshaw, Ted and Ina. Hacienda Motel. [Seaside, CA]: (c.1954). Single tan leaf [10.5 cm x 27 cm]
folded in half and printed in sepia tones on both sides.
Advertisement for the Ted and Ina Henshaw's 'Hacienda Motel' that was located "4 miles from the center
of Monterey on California Highway No. 1." Nice panorama view of the motel on one side.
$35

36- [Western Touring]. 33 Real Photo Postcards of Yosemite National Park. Yosemite National Park:
[1933]. 33 RPPC [8.5 cm x 14 cm] all are very good or better with 18 having neat and dated manuscript
notes describing the views. Most views have strong contrasts, the cards are in nice condition with no
folds or tears.
Collection of views documenting someone's trip to Yosemite in 1930 (September 9-11). Included are
views of interiors and exteriors of the Awahnee Hotel and the Glacier Point Hotel as well as views of the
park.
$650

37- [Western Touring] [Women in the West]. "California or Bust". [1956]. [32]pp. Oblong quarto [28 cm
x 35 cm] black buckram string bound album that has 'photograph album' gilt stamped on the front
board. Album contains 51 black and white silver print snapshots with most measuring 15 cm x 9 cm and
in corner mount. All photographs are identified in white ink near the images.
A well identified album documenting a road trip of five women (each are identified on the 'title page')
from New York to California. With views of the Black Hills, Corn Palace, Mt. Rushmore, Yellowstone,
Sierra Nevada, San Francisco, Las Vegas, and the Grand Canyon.
"August 4, 1956 - August 27, 1956. 7,000 miles traveled 50 lbs + gained (additional balast). Places
stayed: Milwaukee, Wisconsin / Mankato, Minnesota / Wall, So. Dakota / Gillette, Wyoming / Jackson
Hole, Wyoming / Salt Lake City, Utah / Reno, Nevada / Mantica, California / ,California / Santa Monica,
California / San Diego, California / Las Vegas, Nevada / Grand Canyon, Arizona / Amarillo, Texas / Tulsa,
Oklahoma / East St. Louis, Illinois / Springfield, Ohio."
$475

38- [Western Touring] [Yellowstone]. "A Trip to Yellowstone Park. August 5, 1938 - August 20, 1938.
1938. [60]pp. Quarto [30 cm] Wooden string bound boards that have a painted wooden person and
cactus. Album contains 74 black and white silver print snapshots with most measuring approximately 13
cm x 10 cm to 5 cm x 8 cm. Images are glued or taped down, most identified below in ink. Some of the
photographs have come loose and are laid in.
An anonymously created photo album of a trip to Yellowstone National Park in 1938. Most are original
snapshots with a small handful being commercial shots from the Haynes studio. A nicely put together
album that is well identified.
$385

39- [Western Touring]. A Young Woman's Trip through the West. 1938. [48]pp. Quarto [30 cm] Wooden
boards. Album contains 210 black and white silver print snapshots with most measuring 5 cm x 8 cm or
smaller. Images are in corner mounts.
An anonymously created album of a trip through the West. This album contains a mix of commercial
shots (Sanborn, Kolb and others) and vernacular shots of various sites and towns in the west by an
unidentified young woman. Stops include the Grand Canyon, Garden of the Gods, San Francisco, Seattle,
Banff. This woman's photographs usually contain manuscript identifications next to the mounted
photograph.
$265

40- Wyatt, W.F. [Women in the West] [Western
Touring]. Scrapbook documenting a Woman's trip
through the West. [1939]. [82]pp. Large quarto [37
cm] Post bound black decorative buckram boards
with 'Scrap Book' in gilt on the front board. Stiff tan
leaves with some chipping and splitting two have
come loose from the binding and are laid in.
Hundreds of pieces of ephemera are glued in
(some have come loose). Contains: Photographs
(commercial and vernacular), postcards, clippings,
business cards, decals, brochures, maps, stamps,
etc.
Scrapbook compiled by a Mrs. W[ill]. F. Wyatt
documenting a trip west from Kansas through the
southwest and up the Pacific Coast and back to
Kansas through Montana and Wyoming. Along the way she makes many stops including: Dodge City,
Taos, Santa Fe, Grand Canyon, Boulder Dam, Los Angeles, Yosemite, San Francisco, Corvallis, Seattle,
Rainier, Grand Coulee Dam, Glacier National Park, Yellowstone, Jackson. Along the way she collected
hundreds of pieces of ephemera from diners, motels, golf courses, national parks, local sites, etc.
$175

